Supported Fluid Lipid Bilayer as a Scaffold to Direct Assembly of RNA Nanostructures.
RNA architectonics offers the possibility to design and assemble RNA into specific shapes, such as nanoscale 3D solids or nanogrids. Combining the minute size of these programmable shapes with precise positioning on a surface further enhances their potential as building blocks in nanotechnology and nanomedicine. Here we describe a bottom-up approach to direct the arrangement of nucleic acid nanostructures by using a supported fluid lipid bilayer as a surface scaffold. The strong attractive electrostatic interactions between RNA polyanions and cationic lipids promote RNA adsorption and self-assembly. Protocol steps for the characterization of assembled RNA complexes via several complementary methods (QCM-D, ellipsometry, confocal fluorescence microscopy, AFM) are also provided. Due to their tunable nature, lipid bilayers can be used to organize RNA laterally on the micrometer scale and thus facilitate the building of more complex 3D structures. The bilayer-based approach can be extended to other programmable RNA or DNA objects to construct intricate structures, such as 2D grids or 3D cages, with high precision.